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Abstract—Middlebox is an intermediary network equipment which can be outsourced to remote cloud servers for low-cost and

customizable network services, such as load balancer and intrusion detection. A fundamental function of the middlebox is packet

inspection, where both the packet header and payload are extracted and analyzed based on inspection rules. However, as the packet

may contain sensitive individual or organizational information, it may raise severe privacy concerns without proper countermeasures. In

this article, we propose a secure and versatile packet inspection scheme for outsourced middlebox. The proposed scheme builds upon

two non-collusion cloud servers, where the first server conducts the inspection task over the ciphertext domain and the second reveal

the inspection results. By doing so, the proposed scheme achieves versatile inspection functionalities: range-query-based header

inspection and token-based payload inspection, while preserving the privacy of packet header, payload, and inspection rules. Moreover,

we identify and address two challenging issues in the state-of-the-art literatures. First, we tailor the design of mis-operation resistant

searchable homomorphic encryption (MR-SHE) and somewhat homomorphic encryption in the two-server model, to resist offline

dictionary attack on payload headers. Second, we propose a key management mechanism with compelled access for the middlebox, to

achieve fine-grained probable cause privacy. We also conduct extensive experiments and compare the results with existing schemes to

demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed scheme.

Index Terms—Cloud computing, middlebox, privacy-preserving, homomorphic encryption
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1 INTRODUCTION

MIDDLEBOX [2] is an intermediary network equipment.
It is widely deployed in modern computer net-

works to provide a wide range of network services, such
as firewalls and intrusion detections. As the network
traffic is segmented into packets and sent from a source
to a destination, packet inspection, that pries into both
packet headers and payloads, serves as a fundamental
function of the middlebox. First, the header inspection
[3], [4], [5] aims to determine the legitimacy of the
packet source and destination. For example, a firewall
may ban IP addresses ranging from 192.168.1.1 to
192.168.1.100. Second, the payload inspection filters out
malicious packets, e.g., a terrorist speech and Denial of

Service (DoS) attacks [6], [7], [8], and intercepts sensitive
information at the gateways of private networks.

With the ever-increasing of network traffic, the deploy-
ment andmaintenance costs of themiddlebox increase signifi-
cantly for enterprise-level network managements. As a result,
outsourcing the network middlebox to public cloud servers
[2], [9] becomes a prevalent choice among enterprises, to enjoy
low-cost, easy-to-implement and customized network serv-
ices. However, the cloud-based service paradigm may raise
severe privacy concerns on the packet inspection function,
since a large amount of packets containing personal or com-
mercial data are directed to the cloud servers [2], [10]. First, a
packet header may reveal the location or affiliation of the
sender [11] (e.g., a staff in an enterprise who sends packets to
the external web sites). The whole enterprise network topol-
ogy can even be recovered by analyzing large-scale IP
addresses of the passing packets [4]. Second, the packet pay-
load could contain sensitive personal or commercial informa-
tion, such as photos and business contracts. As a result, it
becomes an urgent requirement of the packet sender to pre-
serve privacy of both the packet header and payload in the
outsourced middlebox [10]. Third, the packet inspection rules
should also be concealed since the customized inspection con-
figurations directly indicate security policies of the enterprise
networks. Once the inspection rules are grabbed by attackers,
it will be much easier to evade the security functions of the
outsourcedmiddlebox.

A straightforward method to protect the packet privacy
(header and payload) and inspection rule is to encrypt them
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using conventional crypto systems (e.g., AES, RSA, etc.).
Unfortunately, significant technical challenges are intro-
duced to support the same packet inspection functions over
the encrypted packet contents. First, it becomes challenging
for the outsourced middlebox to check the range of IP
addresses in the ciphertext domain. Second, it is also a non-
trivial task to support the richness of expressive inspection
rules over the ciphertext, such as payload keyword filtering.
In response to the challenges, several approaches are pro-
posed recently. The first secure packet inspection scheme
named as BlindBox [6] is proposed by Sherry et al. In Blind-
Box, two connections are built between the packet sender
and packet receiver. One is used for secure inspection over
the encrypted payload and the other is the traditional TLS/
SSL connection. Meanwhile, the inspection rules are also
obfuscated before being deployed on the middlebox.
Shortly afterward, Yuan et al. [7] propose a secure and effi-
cient packet inspection scheme for cloud-assisted middle-
box. Only fast symmetric encryption and Cuckoo hashing
[12] are used to encrypt the packet payload and the inspec-
tion rules. Canard et al. [13] and Fan et al. [14] explore public
key based approaches for advanced functionalities includ-
ing inspection result verification and malware detection. In
Embark [3], the first secure header inspection scheme is pro-
posed. A new symmetric key encryption scheme Prefix-
Match is presented for secure and fast header inspection. In
[4], [5], Guo et al. point out that PrefixMatch needs to use pre-
fixes to represent the numerical ranges, which increases the
number of rules. Thus, they utilize order-revealing encryp-
tion [15] (ORE) to support encrypted range detection [16].

While existing works achieve rich functionalities and
performance gains for the secure packet inspection, some
important and challenging issues still receive insufficient
attention. 1) Dictionary attack on the packet header. The
message space of header domains is usually small. For
example, the range of TCP port number is ½0; 65535�. As a
result, it is easy for an attacker to conduct dictionary attack
to the encrypted port number. Moreover, with some back-
ground information such as the usage frequency of each
port, the attacker can easily infer the real port number from
the encrypted network traffic. 2) Fine-grained probable
cause privacy. It is time-consuming to conduct advanced
payload inspection such as machine learning based mal-
ware detection over ciphertext domain [14], [17]. A new par-
adigm named as probable cause privacy [6] can mitigate
such issue. Specifically, once strong evidences of malicious
contents in the payload inspection over the encrypted net-
work traffic are captured, the middlebox should be autho-
rized to inspect the payload over plaintext domain.
However, the contents of the regular packets should not be
exposed to the middlebox [6]. Meanwhile, it is also risky to
use the same secret key [6] for all packets. As a result, how
to preserve the privacy of the regular packets for probable
cause privacy remains a challenging problem.

In this paper, we propose a Secure and Versatile Packet
Inspection (SVPI) scheme with probable cause privacy for
outsourced middlebox. The middlebox is deployed over
two non-collusion cloud servers [4], [18], where one server
carries the most computational inspection task and the other
reveals the final inspection results. SVPI supports versatile
inspection functionalities: the range-query based header

inspection and token-based payload inspection. Specifically,
the contributions of this paper are as follows:

� We tailor the designs of mis-operation resistant
searchable homomorphic encryption (MR-SHE)
scheme [19] and somewhat homomorphic encryp-
tion [20] in the two-server model to resist offline dic-
tionary attack on the packet header.

� The privacy of inspection rules, packet header and
the packet payload are all well preserved without
sacrificing inspection functionalities. Moreover, a
new key management method is designed to support
fine-grained probable cause privacy without breach-
ing the confidentiality of regular packets.

� Extensive experiments are conducted with a real-
world intrusion detection rule set. We compare the
experimental results of SVPI with the existing
schemes [4], [13] to demonstrate the efficiency of
SVPI in terms of computation and communication
overheads.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, the system, threat models and privacy requirements
are described. In Section 3, we review some building blocks
used in this paper. In Section 4, we show the details of SVPI.
The security analysis and the performance evaluation are pro-
vided in Sections 5 and 6, respectively. Related works are
reviewed in Section 7. Section 8 concludes the paper.

2 MODELS AND PRIVACY REQUIREMENTS

In this section, we first present the systemmodel to show the
role of each entity, which captures the most typical out-
sourced middlebox scenarios [4], [6]. We then give an exam-
ple of the usage scenario and describe the work flow to show
how a packet is sent from the sender to the receiver. Under
such a systemmodel, the threat model is defined and the pri-
vacy requirements of sensitive contents are given.

2.1 System Model

As shown in Fig. 1, the system model consists of four enti-
ties: Sender (S), Gateway (GW), Middlebox (MB) and
Receiver (R).

� S: In an enterprise network, any authorized end
user could be a packet sender (S). For instance, S
could be a staff in a company who wants to send a
commercial contract to the customer (i.e., packet
receiver).

Fig. 1. System model of outsourced middlebox.
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� GW: GW is the administrator of the enterprise net-
work that offers system initialization and key man-
agement services. GW first prepares the encrypted
rules for header and payload inspection and then
outsources them to the cloud (i.e., MB). Then, it gen-
erates private and public keys and distributes them
to S and MB. GW should be the only outlet of the
entire enterprise network.

� MB:MB is deployed on two cloud servers denoted as
A and B. A stores the encrypted rules of header and
payload inspection, and carries the most computa-
tion tasks. B reveals the final detection result of each
rule. If any rule is asserted to be matched,MB should
trigger the pre-defined actions, such as sending an
alert toGW or even cutting off the connection. Other-
wise,MBwill let the GW send the packet to R.

� R: Upon receiving the encrypted packets, it first
decrypts them to obtain the packet contents. Then, R
generates the verification objects and sends them to
MB to verify whether S encrypts the packet payload
correctly.

Discussion. In this paper, we use the classical two-server
model [5] to instantiateMBwith the following benefits:

� The first benefit is reducing the communication
round between the cloud server and the packet
sender. Since homomorphic encryption [19], [20] can-
not directly support comparison over ciphertext, the
cloud server must interact with the packet sender
to reveal (decrypt) the final inspection result. When
the number of senders reaches a certain threshold,
the communication costs can be expensive. In a two-
server setting, we can eliminate the communication
between senders and the server by directly revealing
inspection result at the server side.

� Since the decryption of the final inspection result is
carried by the cloud serverB, the computational over-
head for the packet sender is significantly reduced,
especially for the resource-limitedmobile users.

2.2 Usage Scenario

Suppose Alice is an employee in a company. Alice can use
the company network to send personal messages, such as
social media messages. In this case, the company would like
to ensure that no sensitive information is sent out while
Alice uses the company network. Alice can also sometimes
try to deliberately send sensitive information from internal
networks to an external entity Bob in a more convert way.
To resist such risks, all the packets sent from the internal com-
pany network should be inspected by the middlebox. As the
middlebox is implemented on the public cloud servers,
Alice may feel uncomfortable for privacy concerns since her
personal information is also inspected. For the first case,
Alice can apply the traditional end-to-end encryption proto-
col (e.g., SSL/TLS) to hide the personal information. Mean-
while, the packet header and payload are also encrypted
using homomorphic encryption to support header and pay-
load inspection without disclosing the original contents of
the packets. Thus, Alice has enjoyed the security function
offered by the outsourced middlebox without compromis-
ing her privacy. For the second case, the company can

install encryption modules on company devices to correctly
encrypt packet header and payload for remote inspections.
Similarly, Alice could also be a student in a university or a
staff in the security agencies of government. In practice,
Alice may attempt to send malware or fraud information to
Bob [14]. Bob can verify the encrypted tokens sent from
Alice for security concern [7].

2.3 Work Flow

As shown in Fig. 2, if Alice (S) wants to send a packet to Bob
(R). She first builds a TLS/SSL connection with Bob and
uses the conventional end-to-end encryption method to con-
ceal the packet payload. To support header and payload
inspection, each packet should be processed through the fol-
lowing three steps. In the first step, the packet header and
payload are encrypted separately using homomorphic
encryption. The payload should be segmented (tokenized)
into tokens before encryption. In the second step, the
encrypted header and tokens (used for inspection) along
with the end-to-end encrypted payload (TLS/SSL connec-
tion) are all sent to the gateway (GW). GW holds the traffic,
and all these encrypted contents are forwarded to the mid-
dlebox (MB) for inspection. After inspection, MB returns the
result to GW. In the third step, if no rule is matched, GW
should transfer the end-to-end encrypted payload along
with the encrypted tokens to Bob. Otherwise, alerts will be
triggered and sent to GW. Note that, since probable cause pri-
vacy is supported, some advanced inspections such as
machine learning based malware detection [14] can be con-
ducted by the outsourced middlebox. Thus, the advantages
of cloud computing including large storage and high perfor-
mance are fully explored.

2.4 Threat Model

Following the widely applied threat model of cloud server
in [7], [21], we consider the cloud server A and B to be
semi-honest (i.e., honest-but-curious) [22]. Concretely, the
cloud servers will strictly execute the pre-defined protocols
but may be interested in the content of the passing
encrypted traffic for commercial or personal benefits. A
and B do not collude with each other or exchange any
information that is not permitted by the protocol. In prac-
tice, the two servers can be different cloud service pro-
viders with a middlebox service agreement, which legally
regulates service providers’s behavior. Moreover, due to
the competitive relationship between service providers, it
is of high risk for them to collude and break the agreement.
Only A can get access to the encrypted packet header and

Fig. 2. Work flow of middlebox services.
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payload uploaded by S and B is allowed to possess the
private keys. The security properties achieved by doing so
will be discussed in Section 5. GW is the owner of
encrypted rules and is fully trusted in the whole system. In
the reality, S is possible to be malicious and try to evade
the detection system. Thus, R should verify the correctness
of received encrypted tokens.

Remark. We acknowledge that the two non-collusion
model needs a more careful instantiation. In the reality, the
cloud server is possible to be malicious and try to collude
with the other server. Then, the threat model is changed
from semi-honest to malicious. To resist malicious cloud
server, GW has to verify the correctness and integrity of the
returned result. Then, the cloud servers and GW have to
bear additional computational overheads. In this paper, we
adopt non-collusion (semi-honest) model to reap better per-
formance. For real-world deployments of this model, users
can choose a CSP with recognized reputation; especially the
big ones, such as Amazon, Microsoft, Google, etc. Users can
also deploy their middleboxes over two different CSP.
Then, the risk of collusion will be significantly decreased.
By doing so, the only extra cost is the increased communica-
tion delay between two cloud servers, which can be simply
addressed by increasing the budget for network bandwidth.

2.5 Privacy Requirements

In this part, we describe the privacy requirements of the
sensitive contents.

� Header privacy: Since the packet header may reveal
sensitive information, the uploaded encrypted
header should not disclose the original contents of
the header.

� Payload privacy: The payload may contain personal
data that should be concealed from MB. The end-to-
end encrypted payload (TLS/SSL connection) as
well as the encrypted tokens should not reveal the
original contents of packet payload. Especially, the
encrypted tokens are another ciphertext version of
the packet payload. As a result, the information leak-
age introduced by these encrypted tokens may also
breach the payload privacy. Therefore, both two
parts should be carefully designed to preserve the
privacy of payload.

� Rule set privacy: Rule set directly reflects all the secu-
rity and privacy policies of the whole system. It will
suffer from intensive internal and external attacks.
Consequently, the rule set privacy should be well
preserved.

3 BUILDING BLOCKS

3.1 Basic Cryptographic Primitives

1). A function F : X �K ! Y is a secure pseudo-random
function (PRF) if for all randomly chosen keys k 2 K (key
space), all probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT) adversaries
A and a real random function fðk; �Þ from X (message space)
to Y (output space), jPr½Afðk;�Þ ¼ 1jf : X ! Y� � Pr½AF ðk;�Þ ¼
1jk K�j � neglðkÞ, where neglð�Þ is a negligible function.

2). A symmetric crypto-system consists of three polyno-
mial time algorithms P ¼ ðKeyGen;Enc;DecÞ. KeyGenð�Þ is

the key generation algorithm that takes the security parame-
ter � as the input and produces a secret keyK. Given a mes-
sage m, it is encrypted as c ¼ EncðK;mÞ. To decrypt the
ciphertext c, we can computem ¼ DecðK; cÞ.

3.2 Boneh-Goh-Nissim Crypto-System

Boneh-Goh-Nissim crypto-system (BGN) [20] is a somewhat
homomorphic encryption consisted of three algorithms.

� BGN:KeyGenð�Þ: � 2 Zþ is the security parameter.
The tuple ðp; q;G;G1; eÞ is generated and n ¼ pq is the
order of cyclic groups G;G1, where p; q are two large
primes. Let g; u 2 G and h ¼ uq. It outputs public key
PK ¼ ðn;G;G1; e; g; hÞ and private keySK ¼ p.

� BGN:EncðPK;mÞ: Given message m 2 f0;ZTg; T �
q, it computes C ¼ gmhr 2 G and outputs ciphertext
C, where r 2 Zn is a random number.

� BGN:DecðSK;CÞ: To decrypt C, it calculates Cp ¼
ðgmhrÞp ¼ ðgpÞm using private key p. Then, the mes-
sage can be recovered by computing the discrete log-
arithm of Cp base gp.

Let fCm1
; Cm2

; Cm1þm2
; Cm1�m2

g be the ciphertexts of mes-
sages fm1;m2;m1 þm2;m1 �m2g respectively. And e is the
bilinear paring: G� G! G1. Given g1 ¼ eðg; gÞ, h1 ¼ eðg; hÞ
where h ¼ gaq;a 2 Z. Then, BGN supports following homo-
morphic properties. 1). Cm1

� Cm2
¼ Cm1þm2

2 G. 2).
eðCm1

; Cm2
Þ ¼ Cm1�m2

2 G1. Note that, in group G1, the first
property is still supported.

3.3 MR-SHE

MR-SHE is short for Mis-operation Resistant Searchable Homo-
morphic Encryption, which is proposed by Emura et al. [19]. To
resist the mis-operations (homomorphic operation between
two different data domains) launched by cloud servers, MR-
SHE requires one-time keyword matching before conducting
homomorphic operations. Thus, from the aspect of functional-
ity, MR-SHE can support keyword search and homomorphic
operation over ciphertext domain simultaneously. The defini-
tion ofMR-SHE is shown as follows:

� MR-SHE:KeyGenð�Þ: A key generation algorithm
that takes the security parameter � as the input and
produces the encryption public key PK along with a
decryption secret key SK.

� MR-SHE:HKeyGenðPK; SK;wÞ: Given a keyword
w 2 W and the key pair ðPK; SKÞ, it generates a
homomorphic operation key HKw for the keyword
w, whereW is the keyword space.

� MR-SHE:TrapðPK; SK;wÞ: Given a keyword w 2 W
and the key pair ðPK;SKÞ, it generates a trapdoor
Tw for the corresponding keyword w. Trapdoors
refer to encrypted keyword for searching or match-
ing over the encrypted data.

� MR-SHE:EncðPK;w;mÞ: Given a keyword w 2 W, a
message m 2 M and the public key PK, it encrypts
m and returns the ciphertext C. M is the plaintext
space.

� MR-SHE:TestðPK; Tw; CÞ: To detect whether a
ciphertext C matches a keyword w, the public key
PK, trapdoor Tw of w and C are taken as the input,
and it outputs the matching result: 1 (matched) or 0
(not matched).
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� MR-SHE:DecðPK; SK;w;CÞ: Given key pair
ðPK;SKÞ, a keyword w and a ciphertext C, it
decrypts C and returns the plaintext m if the key-
word w is matched. Otherwise, it returns ?.

� MR-SHE:EvalðPK;HKw;C1; C2Þ: To perform homo-
morphic operation over two ciphertexts C1; C2, it
first checks the integrity of C1; C2 using PK and
HKw. If the integrity is not breached, a ciphertext C
(multiplicative homomorphic operation result of
C1; C2) is returned. Otherwise, it returns ?.

3.4 Self-Revocable Encryption

Self-revocable encryption [23] (SRE) is a cryptographic tech-
nique that aims to address the problem of compelled access
for the cloud storage system. In the reality, the authority
may force an individual to surrender the access credentials
(e.g., secret key, password, PIN, etc.) of sensitive data stored
on cloud servers or even the personal mobile devices. When
encountered with this compelled access, the authority will
get full access of one’s private data. To solve this privacy
concern, SRE allows user to revoke an encrypted file and
this operation is indistinguishable from deleting a file.
Afterwards, if necessary, user can recover the revoked file
using the private restoration token, which is securely stored
on a private device. The authors propose a secure erasable
index to achieve SRE, which is a tree with encrypted key on
each node. The erasable index is adopted in this paper to
support probable cause privacy.

4 PROPOSED SCHEME

In this section, we present SVPI in detail. The proposed
packet inspection scheme can support secure header and
payload inspection simultaneously. In specific, the secure
header inspection mainly focus on detecting the header
information of each packet and payload inspection can filter
out the illegitimate contents of the payload. To promote the
practicality, a new mechanism is designed to support proba-
ble cause privacy, which allows the cloud server to decrypt
the packet payload if some rules are matched or suspected
contents are detected. Note that, header inspection should
be executed before payload inspection, which is a standard
practice [8].

4.1 Secure Header Inspection

Before we dive into the details, we show that as the typical
use case of packet header inspection, firewall rules can be
well-supported by using numerical range query [4], [5],
[16]. As shown in Table 1, the first rule permits all the pack-
ets with source IP address 192.168.1.* and destination IP
address 172.16.1.*. Here, “*” is the wildcard character. Thus,

192.168.1.* represents the IP range 192.168.1.1 	
192.168.1.254 and 172.16.1.* represents the IP range
172.16.1.1 	 172.16.1.254. The prefix matching is then con-
verted to a range query. In the reality, most applications
only open part of the TCP/UDP ports. Some of the rules
only open specific source or destination ports, such as the
third rule shown in Table 1. The other rules may open a
range of ports or block dangerous ports which are shown in
the second and forth rules. All these special cases can be
resolved by conducting range query. Consequently, range
query is frequently used, and header inspection is the foun-
dation function of a firewall system.

Next, we illustrate the protocols of range query based
secure header inspection on cloud server A and B over
ciphertext domain. First, we define some symbols. Let Ga

and Gb be groups with prime order q and e : Ga � Ga ! Gb

be a symmetric bilinear pairing [24]. W 
 Zq denotes the
keyword space andM
 Gb represents the message space.
Let {H ¼ HHK : G4 ! f0; 1; . . . ; q � 1gjHK 2 HK} be a TCR
hash family [25], where HK is the homomorphic operation
key space. f : Gb ! Y is a smooth function. We use x X
to denote an element x randomly chosen from set X .
� Overview
It is difficult to directly conduct range query over the

encrypted data. Thus, we propose a strategy to convert the
problem of range query into the computation of vector inner
product. This method can be well supported on two-server
model. No additional communication round is required.
Specifically, Cloud server A can compute the inner product
and let server B reveal the result. We give a brief overview
of the scheme as follows:

� Initialization phase: In this phase, GW generates the
public, secret and homomorphic operation keys. GW
also generates a trapdoor for each keyword. Here the
keyword means the types of packet header domains such as
IP, TCP, UDP and so on. The keys and trapdoors are
then distributed to MB and S. Given the ranges of
header information (defined in the rules), such as the
permitted TCP ports, GW encrypts them and shares
them with the outsourcedMB.

� Header encryption phase: In this phase, S encrypts the
keywords and corresponding header domains (e.g, IP
address, TCP/UDP ports, etc.) using the samemethod
as the encryption of the ranges of header information.

� Header range detection phase: In this phase, MB first
checks whether the keyword is matched or not.
Then, the header inspection is converted to range
query over ciphertext domain. In specific, cloud
server A computes the encrypted inner product of
two encrypted vectors and sends the result to server

TABLE 1
An Example of Firewall Rule Table

Rule number Source IP Destination IP Source Port Destination Port Protocol Action

1 192.168.1.* 172.16.1.* * * TCP Permit
2 172.16.3.* 192.168.1.10 	 192.168.1.116 * [1230,5150] TCP Permit
3 192.168.4.* 172.16.*.* 8090 * TCP Permit
4 192.168.3.* 192.168.*.* * [130,150] UDP Deny
... ... ... ... ... ... ...
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B. Then, B reveals the result and check that if the
value of header information is located within the
range using secret key.

� Initialization
� Key generation: Given the security parameter, GW

invokes MR-SHE:KeyGenð�Þ to obtain the public
and secret keys ðPK; SKÞ as:

HK  HK; fg; h1; h2; h3; h4g  Ga;
a Zq; g1 ¼ ga;
PK ¼ fg; g1; h1; h2; h3; h4; f;HKg;
SK ¼ a:

8
>><
>>:

The homomorphic operation key HKw and the trap-
door Tw of the keyword w are exactly the same. GW
runs MR-SHE:TrapðPK; SK;w�Þ to obtain HKw and
Tw as

w� ¼ F ðKF ;wÞ mod q;

rw;i  Zq; hw;i ¼ ðhig
�rw;iÞ1=ða�w�Þ; i ¼ f3; 4g;

HKw ¼ Tw ¼ fgw� ; rw;3; rw;4; hw;3; hw;4g:

8
<
:

where F is an instance of PRF and KF is the secret
key of F .

� Key distribution: PK is shared to all the other entities
in the system including S, R and MB. KF should be
delivered to S. SK is sent to cloud server B.
fTw;HKwg along with the encoded keywords w� are
sent to cloud server A.

� Review of MR-SHE:Enc: Given the encoded keyword
w� and the message m, randomly choose a number
r Zq,MR-SHE:EncðPK;w�;mÞ computes as

cm;1 ¼ gr1g
�rw� ; cm;2 ¼ eðg; gÞr;

cm;3 ¼ m � eðg; h1Þ�r; cm;4 ¼ eðg; h2Þr;
um ¼ HHKðcm;1; cm;2; cm;3; cm;4Þ;
hm ¼ fðeðg; h3Þreðg; h4ÞrumÞ;
Cm ¼ ðcm;1; cm;2; cm;3; cm;4; hmÞ:

8
>>>><
>>>>:

Let Cm be the ciphertext of messagem.
� Encrypt ranges of header: Given a range of packet

header (e.g, permitted TCP ports) ½u; v�, let �u and
�v be the inverse of u and v in group Gb. GW uses
Catalano-Fiore transformation [26] to encrypt u as

m1 ¼ ð�uÞ � n1 mod T; n1  ZT ;
G ¼ eðg; gÞ; Cn1 ¼ MR-SHE:EncðPK;w�; Gn1Þ:

�

Then, the ciphertext of u is ðm1; Cn1Þ. The encryption
of v is exactly the same as u and we use ðm2; Cn2Þ to
denote the ciphertext of v.

� Distribution of encrypted ranges of header: All the
encrypted range boundaries such as ðm1; Cn1Þ and
ðm2; Cn2Þ are forwarded to the server A.

Note that, the original MR-SHE scheme [19] disclosed gw

to the cloud server as part of the trapdoor. According to
the discrete logarithm problem [27], adversary cannot
deduce w with g; gw. However, the background knowledge
is easy to be accessed by the cloud server and the keyword
space {TCP,UDP,IP, . . .} is small, the adversary can raise
dictionary attack to reveal w. Thus, we further encode w

using PRF F with secret key KF , adversary cannot infer w
without KF .
� Header Encryption

� An example of header encryption: Given the source TCP
port number port num as an example, S encrypts it
as follows:

m ¼ port num� n mod T; n ZT ;
Cn ¼ MR-SHE:EncðPK;w�; GnÞ:

�

Thus, the ciphertext of port num is ðm; CnÞ.
� Packet uploading: S sends the encrypted headers to

GW. Afterwards, for header inspection, the
encrypted headers are uploaded to MB. Note that,
the encrypted payload for payload inspection pro-
cess should also be sent toMB.

� Header Range Detection
MB detects the packet header by conducting keyword

matching and range query over encrypted rules. To
resist the unexpected homomorphic operations cross dif-
ferent header domains, MB should first test whether the
keyword of the packet domain matches the trapdoor. If
so, MB performs range query. If the encrypted header
domain falls into the pre-defined range, MB will return
the result to GW and the pre-defined actions should be
taken. If the keyword is not matched, MB continues to
check the next rule. If none of the rule is matched, MB
informs GW of the result and the packet should be sent
to R by GW.

� Convert range query: We give an example to show
how to convert the range query into one-time vec-
tor inner product and one time positive/negative
test. Given the source port number x ¼ port num
and the permitted domain range ½u; v�; u < v,
the following inequations are equivalent to each
other.

u � x � v, ðx� uÞ � ðx� vÞ � 0

, x2 þ ð�uÞxþ ð�vÞxþ ð�uÞð�vÞ � 0;

, ðx; x; x;�uÞ � ðx;�u;�v;�vÞ � 0:

Thus, the problem of range query is converted into
checking an inequation V1 � V2 � 0, where V1 ¼
ðx; x; x;�uÞ; V2 ¼ ðx;�u;�v;�vÞ. Note that, there are
more than one instances of V1 and V2. For example,
the third inequation still holds if V1 ¼
ðx;�x;�x; uÞ; V2 ¼ ðx; u; v; vÞ. Furthermore, all the
inequations are still equivalent to each other if dif-
feren instances of V1 and V2 are used. As mentioned
above, x is encrypted by S and u; v should be
encrypted by GW. Thus, if V1 ¼ ðx; x; x;�uÞ; V2 ¼
ðx;�u;�v;�vÞ, S will not need to compute the
inverse of x. By doing so, the computational burden
of S is further reduced.

� Keyword matching: Let the ciphertext of port num be
ðm; CnÞ, Tw be the trapdoor of keyword w. Cloud
server A invokes MR-SHE:TestðPK;Tw; CnÞ to con-
duct keyword matching as follows:
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1). A parses the trapdoor Tw and Cn as

Tw ¼ ðgw� ; rw;3; rw;4; hw;3; hw;4Þ;
Cn ¼ ðcn;1; cn;2; cn;3; cn;4; hnÞ:

�

2). A calculates un ¼ HHKðcn;1; cn;2; cn;3; cn;4Þ.
3). A checks if hn ¼ fðeðcn;1; hw;3h

un
w;4Þc

rw;3þunrw;4
n;2 Þ

holds. If so, w is matched. Otherwise, A contin-
ues to check the next rule.

� Review ofMR-SHE:Eval : Let the ciphertext of u and v
be ðm1; Cn1Þ and ðm2; Cn2Þ. As an example,
PK;HKw;Cn1 ; Cn2 are taken as the inputs.

1). A parses Cn1 and Cn2 as

Cn1 ¼ ðcn1;1; cn1;2; cn1;3; cn1;4; hn1Þ;
Cn2 ¼ ðcn2;1; cn2;2; cn2;3; cn2;4; hn2Þ:

�

2). To verify the integrity of Cn1 , Cn2 , A computes

un1 ¼ HHKðcn1;1; cn1;2; cn1;3; cn1;4Þ;
un2 ¼ HHKðcn2;1; cn2;2; cn2;3; cn2;4Þ;

tn1 ¼ fðeðcn1;1; hw;3h
un1
w;4Þc

rw;3þun1 rw;4
n1;2

Þ;
tn2 ¼ fðeðcn2;1; hw;3h

un2
w;4Þc

rw;3þun2 rw;4
n2;2

Þ:

8
>>><
>>>:

If hn1 ¼ tn1 and hn2 ¼ tn2 , the ciphertext is inte-
grated and A returns 1. Otherwise, it returns ?.

3). If A returns 1, A chooses a random number r 
Zq and computes

c1 ¼ cn1;1cn2;1 � gr1g�rw;
c2 ¼ cn1;2cn2;2 � eðg; gÞr;
c3 ¼ cn1;3cn2;3 � eðg; h1Þ�r;
c4 ¼ cn1;4cn2;4 � eðg; h2Þr;
u ¼ HHKðc1; c2; c3; c4Þ;
h ¼ fðeðc1; hw;3h

u
w;4Þc

rw;3þurw;4
2 Þ;

C ¼ ðc1; c2; c3; c4; hÞ:

8
>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

Finally, A returns C as the homomorphic opera-
tion result of Cn1 , Cn2 .

� Encryption of V1 � V2 : Let ðm1; Cn1Þ and ðm2; Cn2Þ be the
ciphretext of u and v. Let “þ” be one time execution
of MR-SHE:Evalð�Þ and m1Cn2 be m1 times execution
ofMR-SHE:Evalð�Þ. A encrypts V1 � V2 as:

1). A computes

Cuv ¼ MR-SHE:EncðPK;w�;m1m2Þ þ m1Cn2 þ m2Cn1 :

2). Let ðCuv; Cn1 ; Cn2Þ, ðCxx; Cn; CnÞ, ðCxu; Cn; Cn1Þ and
ðCxv; Cn; Cn2Þ be the ciphertexts of u � v; x �
x; xð�uÞ and xð�vÞ, respectively.

3). A computes S ¼ Cxx þ Cxu þ Cxv þ Cuv.
4). A returns CV1�V2 that equals to

ðS; ðCn; CnÞ; ðCn; Cn1Þ; ðCn; Cn2Þ; ðCn1 ; Cn2ÞÞ;
along with the encoded keyword w� to the cloud
server B.

� Result revealing:
1). B decrypts each component of CV1�V2 using SK ¼

a with encoded keyword w�. By invoking the
algorithm MR-SHE:Decð�Þ and computing these
discrete logarithms, the plaintext of V1 � V2 will
be revealed.

2). If V1 � V2 � 0, the rule can be asserted to be
matched. Then, MB triggers the pre-defined
action. Otherwise, B continues to process the
next rule. Note that, the action could be allowing
the packet passing or any other actions.

4.2 Secure Payload Inspection

MB aims to filter out the keywords in the passing packet pay-
loads that are considered as malicious contents defined in
the rules. S should first pre-process (tokenization) the
packet payload and encrypt the tokens. The encrypted
tokens are then uploaded to MB by GW. Note that, the
repeated symbols in this part are irrelevant to the header
inspection scheme.

4.2.1 Traffic Pre-Processing

Example of Payload Inspection Rule. We first give an example
of a real payload inspection rule. As shown in Fig. 3, the
No. 494 rule has two keywords, that are “Command” and
“completed” (the words after “content:”). If a passing
packet contains both keywords (i.e., the pattern “Command
completed”), this rule is matched. The actions could be
sending an alert to R or cut off the connection, which are
pre-defined by GW.

Then, we give a brief introduction on the tokenization
method. As we know, there are two methods to tokenize
the packet payload. That are delimiter and window based
schemes [6], [14]. Window based scheme segments the
string into tokens with same length. Delimiter based
method segments the string according to the position of the
delimiters. Thus, the lengths of the tokens are different. In
this paper, we choose delimiter-based method, because the
size expansion of the traffic is smaller than window based
scheme. Both the traffic and rule keywords are tokenized
before being sent to MB. For an example, given a string
“login.php?user=David”, it can be tokenized as “login.”,
“login.php”; . . . ; etc.

4.2.2 Keyword Matching

� Initialization
GW first invokes BGN:KeyGenð�Þ to generate public key

PK ¼ ðn;G;G1; e; g; hÞ and private key SK ¼ p. PK is then
shared to other entities of the system including MB, S and
R. SK is only sent to cloud server A. Given an encrypted
keyword k that is tokenized, it is encrypted as bk ¼ gn�khr1 2
G, where r1 is randomly chosen from Zn. All the tokenized
keywords should be encrypted in the same way. Finally, the
encrypted keywords are sent to server A. It is worthy to
point out that the decryption of bk is not n� k. As mentioned
in Section 3.2, n is the order of G and n� k ¼ ðp� 1Þq þ q �
k. Thus, q � k is the decryption of bk.
� Traffic Sending
S and R build a TLS/SSL connection and encrypt the

traffic using the generated session key. Then, S converts the
packet payload into tokens using delimiter based method.

Fig. 3. No. 494 snort rule [28].
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For token t, it is encrypted as bt ¼ gthr2 2 G, r2 2 Zn. Finally,
the encrypted traffic (only contains encrypted packet pay-
loads, i.e., TLS/SSL protocol) along with the encrypted
tokens are redirected toMB (cloud server A) by GW.
� Inspection
Here, we use the encrypted token bt as the example to

show the inspection processing. Upon receiving bt, server A
computes the matching discriminator as d ¼ bt � bk ¼
gnþt�khr1þr2 2 G. Then, d will be sent to B to reveal the
matching result. Directly decrypting d is very time-consum-
ing due to the computation of discrete logarithms. Thus, we
let B only conduct one-time modular exponentiation. Spe-
cifically, if t� k ¼ 0, �d ¼ ðgnÞp should be the identity ele-
ment of the group G. For simplicity, we let �d ¼ ðgnÞp ¼ 1.
Thus, if �d ¼ 1 holds, the token is then matched. B should
hold the traffic and continues to inspect the remain discrim-
inators. If any rule is matched, the result should be returned
to GW, and the corresponding actions should be executed
by GW. Otherwise, the encrypted tokens along with the
encrypted traffic are forwarded to R byGW. Note that, if t 6¼
k, �d ¼ dp ¼ ðgpÞq�kþt 2 G. Thus, thes difference value D ¼
t� kmay be disclosed to server B.
� Verification
According to the threat model described in Section 2.4.S is

possible to be compromised and attempts to evade the inspec-
tion rules. Thus, R should verify the encrypted tokens sent
from S. Since the decryption of the BGN encrypted tokens
leads to low efficiency, we let B decrypt the traffic and token-
ize the payload using the same method of S. Afterwards, w
randomly chosen tokens fn� t1; n� t2; . . . ; n� twg are
encrypted using BGN as the verification object that should be
sent to MB. Then, MB can simply conduct equality checking
between verification object and encrypted tokens uploaded
by S. If any token is found to be not the same (not matched),
warnings will be sent to R. The size of verification object is
determined by R based on the historical performance of S.
The verification operation is also optional for R which
depends on the trust level ofS and the state of the connection.
� Privacy Enhancing Operation
As discussed in Inspection phase, the difference value D of

the token and keyword may be disclosed to server B. Using
the private key p, B can easily reveal the plaintext of D ¼ t�
k when t > k. Base on this leakage, when large-scale differ-
ence values are obtained, it is possible to reveal the data dis-
tribution. Thus, the encrypted tokens are then put into risk.
To solve this problem, a privacy enhancing operation is
proposed.

The main idea is randomizing the difference values
before being sent to B. A first samples a random number r3
from Zn and computes the hash value as Hðr3Þ. Hð�Þ is a
cryptographic hash function. Afterwards, Hðr3Þ is
encrypted as bHðr3Þ ¼ gHðr3Þhr3 2 G. Given a matching dis-
criminator d ¼ gnþDhr1þr2 2 G, we randomize d by mapping
it to group G1 which is shown as follow.

bd ¼ eðd; bHðr3ÞÞ
¼ g

Hðr3ÞðnþDÞ
1 h

ðnþDÞr3þr3ðnþDÞþbqðr1þr2Þr3
1 2 G1;

(1)

where b 2 Z. If D ¼ 0, ðbdÞp ¼ ðgnÞp ¼ 1. Therefore, this oper-
ation still supports equality checking. If D 6¼ 0, ðbdÞp is a

random number. Consequently, D is protected from B. In
order to boost the efficiency, all the hashing and encryption
of random numbers can be pre-processed. Also, the bilinear
paring can be computed in parallel.

4.2.3 Probable Cause Privacy

In this part, we propose a method to achieve the property of
probable cause privacy [6]. We first review the basic concept
of probable cause privacy and the scheme proposed in
BlindBox [6]. Then, we point out the critical privacy risks of
BlindBox [6] and discuss the drawbacks of the heuristic
scheme. Afterwards, a practical method is proposed by
carefully tailoring the key technical component (erasable
index) of SRE [23].

Probable cause privacy [29] is a privacy policy that
requires the middlebox is authorized to decrypt the
encrypted traffic only if the suspicious keywords or rules
with high security risks are matched. In specific, GW
defines the PCP policy such as malicious keywords. A
packet containing the malicious keyword should be
decrypted and inspected over plaintext by the middlebox.
For example, if the keyword “violence” is found in a
packet, decryption of the packet is then permitted. The out-
sourced middlebox can further conduct inspection over the
plaintext of the packet. In reality, some complex payload
inspection functions, such as regular expressions and deep
learning-based techniques for malware detection, must
access the plaintext. BlindBox [6] addresses this problem
by embedding the secret TLS/SSL session key SKSSL into
the encrypted tokens. Thus, the MB can easily obtain the
secret keys. This method brings two privacy risks. First,
the secret key is easy to be revealed by middlebox or any
passive adversary, which directly puts high risk on the
confidentiality of the packets encrypted with SKSSL. Sec-
ond, if MB is authorized to reveal the secret key, all the fol-
low up packets can also be decrypted by the same key.

To address these issues, a heuristic method is using a
new secret key when middlebox requests plaintext inspec-
tion. This method is simple and easy to be deployed. Never-
theless, the history packets that have already been
inspected are exposed to the cloud server if MB is out-
sourced. Another troublesome problem is the network
administrator has to ask S to update the secret key. In
another word, S will know that the previously sent packet
is required to be decrypted. There must be some keywords
matched. Thus, a malicious S may analyze this packet and
try to avoid using sensitive words in the following packets.
Thus, S should not get involved into secret key update
when plaintext inspection happens, which makes it difficult
to support probable cause privacy.

To this end, we find that a privacy-preserving and practi-
cal key management scheme is a practical method. Inspired
by the concept of compelled access and SRE [23], we consider
S is the owner of the packets who has the right to delete/
restore any packet. Meanwhile, MB is authorized to decrypt
the payload using secret key when strong evidence is pro-
vided. We propose a key management scheme that meets
these two conflicting requirements. In the initialization
phase, as shown in Fig. 4, S constructs a key tree using sym-
metric encryption P ¼ ðKeyGen;Enc;DecÞ. The root node
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is a secret key k7 encrypted by the master key mk. The chil-
dren of the root are also secret keys k5; k6 encrypted by k7.
In the same way, all the leaf nodes are secret keys
{k1; . . . ; k4} encrypted by k5; k6. S should share fk1; k2; k3; k4g
with R as the TLS/SSL session keys. Intuitionally, the best
security could be achieved by using different keys for each
packet. However, the number of keys will explode and both
S and R have to manage huge amount of session keys,
which is impractical. Thus, we define an integral constant l
to represent the number of generated session keys. l is set
by S. The session keys are denoted as fk1; k2; . . . ; klg. The
Nth packet payload is then encrypted by ki, where i ¼
N mod l. If S doubts that key ki may be disclosed, S can
delete the corresponding leaf node. In doing so, no entity
except R can decrypt the packets encrypted by ki. Thus, for
MB, the packets encrypted by ki are then deleted. Moreover,
if the root of the key tree is removed by S, all the previously
sent encrypted packets are then deleted in the view ofMB.

To support the compelled access, all the session keys are
encoded and uploaded to GW. Given key ki; 1 � i � l; S
computes bki ¼ ki � tkres � i, where tkres is a random num-
ber generated by S. Thus, the encoded keys stored on GW
can be denoted as f bk1; bk2; . . . ; bklg. S also shares tkres with
MB as the token for session key request. Once a keyword or
an inspection rule is matched and plaintext inspection is
highly recommended by the policy, MB sends the current
packet number N and all the matched encrypted tokens to
GW to request the session key. Then, GW detects the tokens
to figure out whether the key request is necessary or not. If
so, GW computes i ¼ N mod l, and �ki ¼ bki � i. Afterwards,
GW sends �ki to MB. The session key ki can be revealed by
conducting one-time XOR as ki ¼ �ki � tkres. Finally, MB can
decrypt the packet payload using ki to conduct further anal-
ysis. Note that, in this scheme, only cloud server A is
involved to support probable cause privacy.

Discussion. As mentioned above, all the packets are
encrypted cyclically using a group of keys (represented by a
encrypted key tree). Suppose packet A is encrypted using
key k1, and the next packet B is encrypted using k2, the
decryption of P1 will not breach the privacy of P2.

We argue that PCP may not improve the comprehen-
sive performance of secure header inspection signifi-
cantly. Compared to payload inspection, the function of
the header inspection is simple. Advanced operations
such as the regular expression based inspection is not
needed. Moreover, the encrypted header cannot be used
for packet routing directly. Thus, it needs at least one
round of interaction between the cloud server and the
gateway. If any dangerous content is detected, the gate-
way can receive the warning information immediately.
Since most of the header fields are numerical values,
cryptographical tools are sufficient to support the

inspection functions. Overall, the benefit of introducing
PCP to header inspection is not significant.

5 SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section,we give a thorough analysis on the security and
privacy issues of SVPI according to the privacy requirements
listed in Section 2.5, these are header privacy, payload privacy
and rule set privacy. Versatile security properties proposed in
the privacy requirements are achieved.

5.1 Header Privacy

In SVPI, the header domains are encrypted by MR-SHE
[19], which is formally proved to be secure under chosen
ciphertext attack (IND-CCA) secure. In the view of cloud
server A, only the ciphertexts of the header domains are
accessible. No PPT adversary is able to deduce additional
information over the ciphertexts. The decryption algorithm
of MR-SHE is able to detect the illegal homomorphic oper-
ations over different domains. For instance, A cannot
invoke MR-SHE:Evalð�Þ over encrypted TCP and UDP data
(the keywords are different). Thus, without the secret key
KF that is used to encode the keywords, no PPT adversary
is able to generate the ciphertext that can be the input of
MR-SHE:Evalð�Þ. Due to the security property provided by
PRF, the encoded keywords cannot be distinguished from
a real random number by a PPT adversary. Consequently,
the problem of small message space is solved. In the view
of cloud server B, the inner product of V1 and V2 is dis-
closed. Therefore, the rough range of the encrypted header
domain is revealed to B. According to the threat model,
server A and B are not allowed to exchange data unless it
is required by the pre-defined protocol. Thus, B still cannot
figure out the original value of the encrypted header
domains. In a word, the header privacy is well preserved.

5.2 Payload Privacy

Since the payload is encrypted using two different methods,
we discuss the privacy issues separately.

5.2.1 End-to-End Encrypted Payload

A widely applied and simple way to protect the privacy of
packet payload is using the end-to-end encryption provided
by HTTPS protocol. Previously proposed private key based
schemes [3], [6], [7] all choose this method. The packet pay-
load is encrypted with the session key of HTTPS. Therefore,
MB cannot extract any sensitive private information from
the traffic. The public key based protocols in [13], [14] also
keep the session key as a secret from MB. Thus, traffic pri-
vacy is well preserved.

Another security property achieved by SVPI is that the
probable cause privacy scheme is transparent to S. Using
the shared token tkres and the encoded secret key received
from GW, MB can recover it by conducting XOR operation.
Meanwhile, S is not involved. This property is important
because if S knows which packet is required to be
decrypted, it may attempt to analyze the content of the
packet payload or even cut off the connection to evade the
further inspection. According to the threat model, GW is
fully trusted. But we still let S encode the secret keys before

Fig. 4. An example of key tree.
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uploading them to the MB. This operation strictly follows
the rule that one’s privacy should be protected unless there
is evidence for suspicion [6].

5.2.2 Encrypted Tokens

In SVPI, we use BGN to encrypt each token. BGN [20] is a
probabilistic crypto-system that is proved to be IND-CPA
secure. Thus, in the view of A, all the received tokens cannot
be distinguished from the random numbers. Without the pri-
vate key, no additional information can be deduced from the
encrypted tokens. The information leaked to server B is the
matching discriminators. B can recover the final result using
discriminator and the secret key to obtain a random number
or 1 (identity element). Since the encrypted tokens and key-
words are stored onA and are out the reach ofB. Therefore,B
cannot deduce the original values. Even if the privacy-enhanc-
ing operation is not conducted for the sake of efficiency, it is
still difficult forB to infer the raw values of the token and key-
word. Given a simple example, the difference value of key-
word k1 and token t1 is denoted as D ¼ t1 � k1 (t1 > k1).
Then, B can reveal the plaintext of D using private key. How-
ever, there should exist other pairs of tokens and keywords
with exactly the same difference value (D). Formally,
9ðti; kjÞ; 0 < i 6¼ 1; j 6¼ 1 < T let the equation D ¼ ti � kj
holds. Consequently, the token privacy iswell protected.

5.3 Rule Set Privacy

The rule set for header inspection is encrypted by MR-SHE
[19] which is proved to be IND-CCA secure. Due to the prop-
erty of mis-operation resistance of MR-SHE, server A cannot
guess the range of an individual rule by conducting homo-
morphic operations. Specifically, A could encrypt a number
within the message space and conduct homomorphic opera-
tion on the ciphertext of this number and the encrypted range.
Then, A can figure out if the number locates within the range
with the help of server B. Since the message space is small
(e.g., the TCP port number range is [0, 65535]), it is possible to
recover the encrypted range only using normal homomorphic
operations. MR-SHE solves such problem by embedding the
domain name (e.g., TCP,UDP; . . . ;etc) into the ciphertext.
However, since the space of the domain name is extremely
small, it is easy to enumerate all the domains.We conquer this
problem by encoding the domain name using PRF and the
secret key is only shared with GW and S. Without the
encoded domain name, A cannot generate ciphertext that is
eligible to support homomorphic operation. Furthermore, A
may force to raise homomorphic operation which will be
detected by B. Therefore, we claim that SVPI provides strong
rule set privacy protection.

The rule set for payload inspection is encrypted by BGN.
Since the message spaces of the tokens as well the keywords
are large, it is difficult to recover the plaintext only using
homomorphic operation. Thus, the privacy of the rules is
well preserved.

6 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we give a comprehensive discussion on the
performance of SVPI in terms of functionality, communica-
tion and computational overheads. We mainly focus on the
factors that have key impacts on the performance. The

proposed Secure Header Inspection (SHI) scheme and
Secure Payload Inspection (SPI) scheme are evaluated sepa-
rately. We also compare the experimental results with
GWYJ (presented by Guo et al. [4]) and BlindIDS [13] to
demonstrate the feasibility of SHI and SPI.

The experiments are conducted on a 2.10 GHz processor
(Intel(R) Xeon(R)), 16 GB memory server with Ubuntu 18.04
operation system. The program language is Java 8. The pub-
lic lightweight intrusion detection rule set Snort [28] is used
as the payload inspection rules and a simulated firewall
rule set is adopted. We take the real website data (e.g., ABC,
CNN, BBC, etc.) as the data source.

6.1 Functionality

In this paper, the secure header and payload inspection are
supported simultaneously. Moreover, in order to deal with
advanced and complex inspection, probable cause privacy
is also supported. Compared to existing schemes [3], [4], [6],
[13], [14], SVPI achieves versatile functionality. BlindBox [6]
has focused on payload inspection and probable cause pri-
vacy. SPABox [14] and BlindIDS [13] support payload
inspection. GWYJ [4] pays attention to header inspection.
The listed schemes in Table 2 are representative schemes.

6.2 Evaluating Secure Header Inspection

Communication Overhead of S. The communication
between S and MB includes TLS/SSL traffic, encrypted
tokens and some other control information. We only con-
sider overhead brought by encrypted tokens that are the
main different factor between different schemes. The
tokens encrypted by MR-SHE consists of two parts.
Using ðm; CnÞ as an example, m is sampled from ZT

where T should be no larger than the result of inner
product. Since IP address is small than 232, T is set as 4 �
264. Then 66 bits will be enough for T . Cn consists of five
parts, that are one element of group Ga, three elements
of group Gb and a hash value. We use SHA-512 as the
hash function and jGaj ¼ jGbj ¼ 128 Bytes. Thus, the total
size of one encrypted token should be 0.58 KB. GWYJ [4]
uses ORE [15] to encrypt the tokens. As claimed in [4],
when the block size is 4 bits, the ciphertext will be 528
Bytes. If the block size is 8 bits, the ciphertext will be
1040 Bytes. Larger block size provides a higher security
level. GWYJ uses AES-128 and HMAC-256 to encrypt the
tokens. As shown in Fig. 5a, when the number of tokens
reaches 104, the total communication overheads will be
10.5 MB for GWYJ (8 bits block), 5.3MB for GWYJ (4 bits
block) and 5.8MB for SHI. In modern access networks,
the time cost for sending 5.3MB message should be
acceptable. In north America, the average network speed
has reached 17MB per second in 2020. Thus, sending 104

TABLE 2
Comparison of Functionality

[6] [14] [13] [4] SVPI

Header inspection � � � @ @
Payload inspection @ @ @ � @
Probable cause privacy @ � � � @
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encrypted tokens only cost roughly 0.34 seconds. The
communication overheads of both schemes increase line-
arly with the number of tokens.

Encryption Time on S. To encrypt one port, SHI has to con-
duct five modular exponentiations, five bilinear parings and
three hashing operations. It should be time-consuming if we
process these operations one by one. Since g; h1; h2; h3; h4 are
elements of the public key, all the paring operations
feðg; gÞ; eðg; h1Þ; eðg; h2Þ; eðg; h3Þ; eðg; h4Þg could be operated
in advance. To boost the efficiency, the modular exponentia-
tion as well as the encryption of different ports could be exe-
cuted in parallel. On average, it will take roughly 2.6ms to
encrypt one port. When the number of ports is 104, the
encryption time reaches 24.5s. Thus, on average, to encrypt
one port, the time cost is 2.45 ms. For the packet sender,
such time cost is little and no significant latency is intro-
duced. As shown in Fig. 5b, the executing time increases lin-
early with the number of ports.

Rule Preparation Time on GW. Here, a rule refers to a port
range. GW prepares the encrypted rules by generating the
ciphertext version of each single range. Thus, after the key-
word is encoded using PRF, the upper bound and the lower
bound of the range are encrypted with exactly the same
way as the token encryption on sender side. On average, it
takes 5.9ms to prepare one rule. When the number of rules
is 2500, the time cost will be 14.4s. Since the encrypted rules
are reusable for different connections, 14.4s time cost is lit-
tle. As shown in Fig. 5c, the encryption time of SHI increases
linearly with the number of rules.

Detection Time on MB. MB should detect whether an
encrypted port is within the encrypted ranges. First, the
cloud server A processes keyword matching using hash
functions. If the keyword (header domain name) is
matched, A computes the encrypted inner product of vector
V1 and V2. Then, A sends the encrypted inner product to
server B for decryption. Otherwise, A continues to check
the next rule. Hashing is very fast while the encryption and
decryption of vector inner product are time-consuming. On
average, if the keyword is matched, the time cost is 67ms.
We assume that every keyword is matched. Thus, as shown
in Fig. 5d, when the number reaches 2500, the time cost is
167s. The detection time increases linearly with the number
of rules. Note that, for real firewall rule, one port can only
match with a part of the rules (< 1=3). Moreover, we let the
server conduct detection one port by one port, one rule by
one rule. To boost the efficiency, they can be computed in
several virtual machines in parallel. By doing so, the time
cost will be significantly reduced. Here, we only show the

lower bound of the detection efficiency and leave the opti-
mization process as the future work.

Discussion. The encryption, decryption and detection effi-
ciency of symmetric encryption based schemes [3], [4] are
indeed higher than SHI. We acknowledge that this should
be the limitation of public key based schemes. Nevertheless,
SHI has enhanced the packet header privacy and reduced
the communication overhead of S. The interested readers
can refer to literature [4] to acquire the performance details
of GWYJ.

6.3 Evaluating Secure Payload Inspection

Communication Overhead of S. An encrypted token of SPI
only has one element of the group G. We set jGj ¼ 128
Bytes. The ciphertext of one token generated by BlindIDS
[13] consists of four parts. That are two elements of a
cyclic group with prime order, one random number in Zq

and a half hash value, where q is a large prime. The used
hash function is SHA-256 and the size of the group is not
given. To be fair, we set the same size as G, and use
127 bits Mersenne prime to instantiate q. Thus, the total
size of an encrypted token will be roughly 280 Bytes. As
shown in Fig. 6a, the communication overheads of SPI
and BlindIDS are 1.2 MB and 2.7 MB respectively when
the number of tokens is 104. Thus, SPI has reduced more
than half of the communication cost. As mentioned in sec-
tion 6.2, in modern network environment, such communi-
cation load can be fastly transmitted.

Encryption Time on S. To encrypt one token, only
one-time BGN [20] encryption is required for SPI. It requires
one time of bilinear pairing and four times of modular expo-
nentiation for BlindIDS to encrypt a token. As shown in
Fig. 6b, the time costs of token encryption of SPI and Blind-
IDS [13] increase linearly with the number of tokens. To
encrypt 2500 tokens, it takes SPI and BlindIDS 1.8s and 5s
respectively. Therefore, SPI has reduced the encryption
time on sender side.

Rule Preparation Time on GW. Since the public key based
payload inspection schemes allow the users to share the same
encrypted rules, we evaluate the rule preparation efficiency
over the same size (3K) rule set. Thus, as shown in Fig. 6c, the
encryption time of SPI and BlindIDS [13] are two constants.
This should be an advantage of public key based schemes.
The number of connections is irrelevant to the rule prepara-
tion time. It is a constant. Specifically, to encrypt a rule, Blind-
IDS needs one modular exponentiation and one hashing
operation. On average, for whole rule set, the time cost is 2.7s.

Fig. 5. Performance of SHI (SVPI) and GWYJ [4] (communication overhead).
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For SPI, the rules are also encrypted by BGN (i.e., one key-
word one BGN encryption). The encryption time of SPI is
totally 8.358s. As a result, SPI is able to deal with large-scale
and frequently established/revoked connections. However,
symmetric key based scheme BlindBox [6] has to generate
new rules for newly built connections, which leads to high
connection initialization overhead.

Detection Time on MB. The total rule detection time of
BlindIDS, our basic and advanced scheme (privacy
enhancing operation is conducted) are clearly shown in
Table 3. One-time bilinear pairing and one-time hashing
are required for BlindIDS [13] to determine the matching
result of a token and a keyword. For our basic scheme,
only one modular multiplication and one exponentiation
operation are required for single keyword matching. In
our advanced scheme, we enhance privacy with one-
time bilinear paring and one-time hashing. On average,
to conduct 3K rule detection for one packet, the time
cost of BlinIDS and our basic scheme are 475.17s, 287.53s
respectively. Nearly half the time cost is reduced. In
BlindIDS, the experimental result is 74s using a server
with better configurations. Indeed, public key based
schemes are time-consuming and can hardly fit the real
network traffic speed. As mentioned above, we argue
that, since all the computation can be processed in paral-
lel over several virtual machines, it is possible to signifi-
cantly boost the efficiency.

Verification Time of R. According to the threat model,
the sender could be compromised and generate the
tokens without following the pre-defined protocol. Thus,
the receiver has to verify the received encrypted tokens.
The decryptable searchable encryption [30] used in
BlindIDS [13] supports the recovery of encrypted tokens.
Most existing schemes attempt to check every token one
by one. We argue that it is unnecessary to verify every
encrypted token. In SPI, w tokens are randomly chosen
for verification. If the total number of tokens is n, then
w ¼ 0:1 � n. As shown in Fig. 6d, both BlindIDS and SPI

lead to linear time costs, but SPI performs better. When
the number of tokens is 2500, the time cost of SPI is
451ms while BlindIDS needs 1885ms.

7 RELATED WORK

In this section, we give a brief introduction to the recent
state-of-art works that closely relate to our scheme.

The first work that aims to outsource the traditional mid-
dlebox services to the cloud server is proposed by Sherry
et al. [2]. The authors have designed and implemented a
platform called APLOMB that significantly improves the
scalability and functionality of middleboxes with reasonable
overheads. However, they did not consider the security and
privacy issues brought by the outsourcing. This concern
could be the barrier of the deployment of cloud-assisted
middleboxes. Fruitful achievements are presented to
address such issues. They can be divided into two catego-
ries, that are secure header and payload inspection. We
elaborate on each of them as follows:

7.1 Secure Header Inspection

Lan et al. [3] designed and implemented a system called
Embark to deploy middlebox services on the cloud
server with privacy preserving. The key technique con-
tribution of Embark is the efficient and secure prefix
matching algorithm named as PrefixMatch. This algo-
rithm only supports IPv6 and is failed to process range
query based rules. Theoretically, it is possible to convert
a port range to several prefixes. The storage and commu-
nication overheads will be increased due to the expan-
sion of rules. Embark also supports payload inspection
by directly using the existing searchable encryption
schemes [31] without any modification. To extend the
functionality, Guo et al. [4] presented a range query
based scheme using the order-revealing encryption [15].
ORE provides IND-CPA secure with the cost of signifi-
cant ciphertext expansion. If the message space is large,
the storage overhead will be high. Besides, the rule
update is complex and time-consuming. Guo et al. [5]
also presented a secure stateful firewall. The authors
added counters into rules and using ORE to conduct
range query. Note that, the above schemes are all
designed base on symmetric encryption. Thus, if any
compromised user discloses the secret key, the whole
system will be under risk.

Fig. 6. Performance comparison of SPI (SVPI) and BlindIDS [13].

TABLE 3
Comparison of Detection Time

Description BlindIDS Basic scheme Advanced scheme

1 Token, 1 Rule 5.11ms 2.84ms 7.37ms
1 Packet, 1 Rule 286.26ms 173.35ms 463.17ms
1 Token, 3K Rules 4.53s 2.72s 7.79s
1 Packet, 3K Rules 475.17s 287.53s 727.18s
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7.2 Secure Payload Inspection

The first work towards secure payload inspection named as
BlindBox is proposed by Sherry et al. [6]. The authors use
Gabled circuit [32] to obfuscate the rules. The tokens are
encrypted by advanced encryption standard (AES). Due to
the using of heavy gabled circuit and each connection
requires a newly obfuscated rule set, the connection initiali-
zation of BlindBox becomes time-consuming. To solve this
problem, Yuan et al. [7] use Cuckoo hash table [12] as the
token filter. In doing so, the preparation of the rule filter
and the encoding of the tokens are significantly boosted in
terms of time complexity. Recently, Ning et al. [33] design a
secure traffic inspection scheme named as PrivDPI. It offers
reusable obfuscated rules using public key encryption.
PrivDPI has significantly boosted the efficiency of building
connections and achieved the same security and privacy
guarantee. Moreover, the encrypted tokens are also reusable
for packet senders. Yuan et al. also presented a verifiable
secure payload inspection scheme [34] for cloud computing
that allows the users to verify the correctness of the protocol
execution results. In [35], the authors have proposed an
lightweight and fine-grained verification scheme for sym-
metric key based packet inspection. Another important
issue is the update of the encrypted rules, especially for
symmetric encryption based schemes. Thus, Guo et al. [5]
also use two-server architecture to support secure and
dynamic payload inspection without disclosing the access
pattern. Similar to header inspection schemes, the symmet-
ric encryption based payload inspection schemes are also
plagued by the problem of secret key leakage.

In [14], Fan et al. designed a new and simple additive
homomorphic crypto-system based on discrete logarithm
problem to support secure payload inspection. The
authors also explore malware detection using privacy-
aware machine learning method (SVM) [36]. The pro-
posed SPABox [14] gains higher efficiency with the cost
of leaking the plaintext of rule set to middlebox. Thus, it
may be difficult to deploy SPABox on cloud server.
Recently, BlindIDS [13] was proposed by Canard et al.
that adopts decryptable searchable encryption [30] to
process token matching. BlindIDS allows the users to
share the same encrypted rule set. However, the heavy
sender side encryption and cloud side detection are the
barriers of BlindIDS for real deployment. Indeed, public
key based schemes [13], [14] including SVPI all face the
problem of heavy encryption operations. Thus, we sug-
gest that the middlebox services can be implemented on
the local fog nodes [16] to reduce the high traffic latency.

Discussion. Secure and privacy-preserving middleboxes
developed on Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) [37]
(e.g., SGX [38]), also have been intensively explored. The
private and sensitive data can be processed over the enclave
without using cryptograph techniques. Compared to cryp-
tographic schemes [3], [6], [13], [14], the performances of
TEE based schemes can be increased for specific applica-
tions. As reported in LightBox [37], which should be the lat-
est result, the packet I/O can achieve 10Gbps. In ShieldBox
[39], the authors designed a secure cloud-assisted frame-
work for rich network functions atop shielded execution
[40]. The ENDBOX [41], for the first time, implemented the

middleboxes on the client machine to improve the scalabil-
ity of middleboxes. We argue that it seams out of reach to
design a highly efficient scheme without using TEE. How-
ever, TEE needs additional equipment costs and is difficult
to be outsourced or virtualized. Moreover, TEE requires
trusted remote attestations and specialized code designs for
different applications, and may suffer from side-channel
attacks [42]. Thus, users may decide which system to imple-
ment depending on the demands.

8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a packet inspection
scheme to support secure header and payload inspection
on two non-collusion cloud servers. We have carefully
tailored the designs of latest cryptographic techniques to
offer versatile functions of range query based header
inspection and token-based payload inspection. The
security analysis has proved that the proposed SVPI can
well preserve the privacy of packet header, payload and
the outsourced inspection rules. The performance evalua-
tion has demonstrated that SVPI offers competitive per-
formance. The observations and countermeasures of
privacy leakages in the real-world packet inspection
functions may shed light on the design and analysis of
future middlebox services. Therefore, in the future, we
will explore secure and highly reusable inspection rules
for cloud-assisted middleboxes. We will also investigate
privacy-preserving network function virtualization for
the next generation network.
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